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Bottom Line Up Front (BLUF)
• Our Nations critical infrastructure is at risk
• Cyber threats to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are expanding across various
sectors
• Additional Government investment is needed to cross the “valley of death”
• Leverage the solid work from the capability demonstration (JCTD)
• Operational Defense of OT with near real time mitigation(s) are needed for
critical sites
“...MOSAICS addresses the increasing serious threats to the critical infrastructures upon
which we depend to accomplish our Defense critical missions. I can’t say enough good
things about the MOSAICS team……. They have assembled a dream team of DoD and
industry partners and they are effectively demonstrating the military utility of the
integration of sufficiently mature technologies…”
Daniel (Rags) Ragsdale,
(Former Principal Director for Cyber – OUSD R&E)

MOSAICS needs to be operationalized!
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MOSAICS 2.0
The next phase
• A one year sprint to “Productize” the output of the JCTD and lessons
learned
• Leveraging the experienced National level Team and Industry partners
• Cross the “valley of death” (i.e., Field operational capabilities)
• TRL Level 8 to 9

• Secure and modernize critical infrastructures to support DOD and
National needs including beyond the fence needs at critical locations
• Improve security, resiliency and usability
• Meet National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) 1650 requirements
• Integrate OT-Software Defined Network (SDN) capability
• Buy down risk for commercial integrators to make entry more attractive
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Lessons Learned: Integration & Interoperability
1.

Integrations lacking for ICS
environments

2.

Important implication for selection of
products

3.

The right functionality must be exposed
through the API to:
§ Gain efficiencies via automation
§ Enable increased capabilities via
integration
§ More readily leverage new functionality

Robust, open APIs remain the single most important
criteria for current and future integration
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Lesson Learned: Decision Support
• MOSAICS monitors the facility and alerts the “operators” to cyber
anomalies
• Displays to convey intuitive meaning of cyber alerts to control system
operators
• Visualize the impact of events into the broader view of the facility

Cyber Operator – strong Control Systems Engineer –
knowledge of the data, but
understands the systems
may be overwhelmed with
but not necessarily the
alerts
cyber data
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Incident Response
Team – deep cyber
experts, but not
necessarily control
system experts
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Potential Next Phase Activities
Focus Area

Brief Description
Integrate existing MOSAICS capabilities with OT SDN controllers as a source of
information and to facilitate fine-grained mitigation actions.

Integration with OT SDN
Capabilities

Application and analysis of fine-grained automated mitigations in response to
cyber-attack. Automation of aspect of these mitigation procedures can ensure
rapid reaction to cyber-attack. The ability to take very specific actions to
maintain operations and fight through cyber-attacks is critical to OT systems.

Integrate alternative functional capabilities into the MOSAICS architecture to
facilitate a more robust, open architecture

Integrate with Alternate
Capabilities

Examine Transitioning
Playbooks

Evaluate alternate Baseline capabilities, visualization technologies (Campus
Information Management System (CIMS) and other commercial technologies
(IDS, Defender, ELK Alerting).
Examine Transitioning MOSAICS automation playbooks to alternate capabilities
(cross platform playbook sharing)
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Potential Next Phase Activities (Cont.)
Focus Area

Expand for Recovery &
Resiliency

Brief Description
Expand the existing MOSAICS architecture and playbooks to facilitate
automated resiliency and recovery capabilities. Recovery to a fully mission
ready state to ensure rapid restoration of system functionality and services.
Demonstrate the value of using virtualized capabilities in support of rapid
response and the ability to “fight through” in the face of a cyber attack.

Application of AI and riskbased decision making.

To ensure timely, rapid response in the face of cyber-attack, the application of
artificial intelligence to speed up and automate decision processes is critical.
Many aspects of the cyber defense life cycle are being automated in the face
of ever increasing automated attacks. However, the continual use of manual
decision processes ensures that defensive actions lag behind adversary
attacks.
This analysis would explore the application of current AI technologies for use in
defense of a control system environment to understand the unique challenges
posed in defense of ICS
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Potential Next Phase Activities (Cont.)
Focus Area

Implementation of an
Information Sharing
Architecture

Brief Description
The ability to consume threat information from external sources enables a
global, over-the-horizon ability to defend control systems in a proactive nature.
Receipt and timely actions based on information shared by other organizations
can prevent local impact to system operations.
Investigate the ability to receive various types of cyber threat intelligence for
input to determine applicability to the local control system. Effort would
include development of automated capabilities to examine and respond to CTI
received from external sources

Expanded integrity checks

Ensuring that MOSAICS is portable to control systems that incorporate other
technologies for supervisory systems is critical to broad implementation of this
system across various environment.
buy

Closer Industry Partnerships

Buy Down Risk to make entry for integrators more attractive
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Needs from Industry
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Conclusion
• Addresses risk to US critical infrastructure and force projection
• Detects and mitigates cyber attacks in mission relevant time
• Prototypes a cyber defense framework for DOD, OGAs, and
private sector critical infrastructure
• Working to garner funding for MOSAICS 2.0 Next Phase
• Longer range plan is for Commercial Integrators to offer
capability to potential buyers both in Government and private
sector

The Nation needs this capability!
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QUESTIONS?
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